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Naturalizing Communication and Culture

Donal Carbaugh

The world is places.

Communication occurs everywhere as part of natural contexts, physical spaces,
and landscapes. Whether in riversides, mountain retreats, mountaintops, school-
rooms, courtrooms, living rooms, board rooms-each of these holds considerable
force somewhere-or wherever, communication is radically “placed.” In this
sense, communication is always situated physically, in the particulars of place and
time. Also, in turn, communication everywhere creates a sense of place, of the
natural, of what is affirmed as emphatically and already there. Rather naturally,
communication creates senses of (what is taken to be) sheer and utterly natural
space. Communication can thus be conceived as radically and doubly “placed,” ah
both located in places and as locating particular senses of those places.

By being within and by creating senses of places-from wilderness to Wall
Street-communication helps cultivate particular ways of living ds natural.
Through everyday practices of communication, people everywhere cultivate ways
of being placed with nature, in it, as it, ways of being within the natural realm.
Taken together, then, and universally, communication occurs in places, cultivates
intelligible senses of those places, and thus naturally guides natural wzays of living
within them.

This introductory and universal point also has a radically particular dimcn-
sion: communicalion  is nol created the san1c’  in ,111 natural placcb, cl~id it tloc5 not
create in all such places the same senses of-or relations with-the natural realm.
Communication, therefore, as in and of natural worlds, is not only located in
natural places: it also locates senses of natural spaces. Moreover, it localizes-that
is, it creates-senses in socially distinctive ways, in particular cultural contexts,
tilling specific tropes, fertilizing particular fields.

That communication occurs in natural space, that it also naturally creates
senses of such places, that it guides sensible living in such places so conceived, and
that it does so locally, thus variously, from place to place and people to people-
these provide the starting points for the present essay.

If one starts here, by foregrounding communicative practices in natural
and cultural space, with particular sensitivities to the natural senses of place
being cultivated with communicative practices (and clearly there are other places
to start), then questions arise about the links between “nature,” “culture,” and
symbolic processes, and about the reflexive relationship between them. What is
the relationship between specific symbolic practices and their natural environ-
ment? How, among people in specific contexts or communities, is nature (or place)
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symbolized? What expressive means are available for giving“nature”a voice? \Vh,lt
meanings are associated with these expressive means? When are these used? B!
whom? \Vhat are the environmental, political, social, and i:lteractional  cons-
quenccs of these expressive means, and the meanings that-in particular rimes and
places-give voice to the natural?

These questions are not comprehensive, nor do they suggest simple answers,
but perhaps they do suggest some initial probes, some paths to travel, so better to
hear, and critically assess, what we [and others in other places) so often presumr,
a natural world. How we go about cultivating the natural, in time and place, the
various features assumed and foregrounded (and forgotten), the various \vays of
natural living being nurtured (and negated)-all warrant our serious attention.

Natural and Cultural Dimensions of Communication

‘l’h~-e i5 itn essential role for language studies [of the environrrient], for they
ar fundamental to exposing and then overcoming the yresuppmitiunb
which entrench the distinction behveen nature md cultut-e.

--M,lx Oelschlaeger, “\Yilderness,  Civiliz,ction, and Language”

Because of certain well-worn features of our Euro-langu,lge,  \ve are ottrn c~lught
in ideational duels between, for example, nature and culture, or between terms for
contexts (e.g., wilderness, civilization, nature, homes, environment)  WC! thaw

which lives in those contexts (e.g., culture, plants, anim,&, humans). Further- <II-

trenching this picture of concentric entities is the view that language is a mcl-c
instrument for re-presenting what is already present in nature and culture, with
its use involving a simple mapping of an objective something-out-there (in
n,lturc)  or ;I something that is huni~lnlv common (iii cullurc). h~‘id~isc of thc~~~
well-worii liligtiislic t-uls, wc tciirl to speak ailcl think rlb~)ut n,rlur~~,15  ‘In objc<livc

environment (sans culture), culture as a built environment (sans nature), and
communication as simply a means of saying something about each.

These current cultivated tendencies make it easier, for a Western mind, to
suppose that I am proposing to examine linguistic presentations of iwturc (or

culture). And this would be correct. I am advocating this. l‘his aspect of my pro-
posal brings to the foreground the various ways human linguistic constructions
shape meanings about natural space, and the consequences of these upon local
and natural worlds. But 1 am also advocating a more basic point: that all systems
of communication practices, as carriers of cultural meanings, and whether about
“nature” or not, occur in natural spaces, naturally create ways of living in those
places (bodies included), and thus are affected by and carry real physical conse-
quences for those places. Whether one is speaking then about nature, or about
cars, or families, or religion, or Disney, onc“s communication practices are a p.lrt
of and consequential for nature’s (and culture’s) processes.’

I include cultural meaning systems as a constituent part of thi5 general
process and thus treat them likewise, for they are also part of natural space, influ-



encing it and intluenced by it. I do not ~~SSLII~K  that culture determines nature (al-
though it does influence what is meant by mature and is thus consequential for
nature). Nor do I assume that nature determines culture (although it does influ-
ence it). I do presume that these processes are related, that cultural meaning
systems are part of and consequential for natural processes just as natural
processes (broadly) give shape and form to all cultural systems. In other words,
natural and cultural systems help shape each other and are radically conscquen-
tial for each other. Keeping both in mind, 1 want to move in a particular direction
and discuss how the social senses of each are being cultivated through particular
practices of communication.

Communication is the basic social process in which natural and cultural
senses are cultivated. Communication transforms raw space into a natural and
cultural scene, into a place that is publicly meaningful in social terms. A condition
and consequence of symbolizing activity, a process and outcome of communica-
tion, is the fashioning of places in humanly sensible, mutually intelligible, and
actionable terms. Common senses of what is natural and cultural, then, are inex-
tricably intertwined within human symbolic practices, with what is particularly
intelligible about each of these processes deriving from local communicative
practices.

From this naturalistic orientation, systems and practices ~)fcommunica~ioll
radically implicate cultural and natural processes and are thus consequential for
both. But communication  is not the totality of these processes. ‘l‘he order(s) of
communication, while giving human expression to nature and culture, does not,
and cannot, exhaust the natural or the cultural. To paraphrase Ralph Waldo
Emerson and to redress current environmental difficulties, we must “know more
from nature than we can at will communicate” (1987, p. 19). ‘this Emersonian
“knowing” productively points beyond the order of communication to ineffable
resources that then might eventually seep into and enrich commu~~i~~tion. This, I
believe, is one reason we walk trails, climb peaks, or, for other reasons, visit sites of
land use controversies, or landfills, oil spills, .md so on. As a result of being a part
of nature’s spaces, we “know” more and thus might work to say something else,
something better, about our places.

My fundamental starting point then is not simply that WC’ talk about nature
in distinctive ways, or that we talk about physical places in distinctive w,~ys, or that
different cultures represent things in distinctive ways. I take all of this to be true.
But my fundamental point of entry into environmental issues and discourses
about them is this: communication is the basic social process through which our
natural ways and cultural meanings are being exercised socially. Further, whether
this communication is explicitly about landscapes, lions, limousines, or whatever,
in the process we implicate something of natural and cultural processes, with our
communication being radically consequential for, if not the whole of, both the
natural and the cultural. With regard to the main theme of this book, environ-
mental communication is not just one type of communication that people
sometimes produce (e.g., when they talk about “the environment”). As COI~I~L~-
nication continuously and naturally (re-)crratcs places, it cre‘ttively integrates



natur,ll and cultural messages. At some level, thebe n,~tural ,~nd LulturJ mrss,~gcs
arc being presumed and (re-)created as a condition for all system5 ofcommun-
cation practices. Seen this way, environmental communication is the ever-pre,ent
and multifaceted shadow of-natural and cultural-place in human symbolic
action. It is being cast, contested, and cultivated in the communicative practice> of
all of our human communities.

In short, there is immanent in all systems of communication practices cln
environmental dimension, and it is being tailored and designed in IocJly distinc-
tive ways. Whether talking about “the environment,““nature,” or “culture,” we are
implicating each in our particular communicative practices, so we may ah weli
erect some of our studies with these basic implications in view (see Ingold, 1991,
1992).

In the remainder of this chapter, I discuss some elements of t!lis approach
to environmental discourse and advocacy and apply some of its elements rathrl
quickly to some social practices of communication. I focus on vdrious cultural
and natural dimensions of expression, with the general approach being a kind ot
naturalist’s view of communication and culture. My belief is that the approach
applies to symbolic practices generally, where “nature’s objects” are explicitly dis-
cussed and where such is perhaps slightly less obviously explicit or pivt)l,~l. I hcgin
hy discussing one potent kind of communic‘ltivc practice, pl,lce-~~lrn~ng,  ‘15 ‘1 w,~!~
of demonstrating the cultural and natural dimensions ofcornmu~~ic,~ticln. I wil!
discuss, eventually, expressive forms in which “the natural” c,r“the environmerl-
tal”dimension  is a bit more hidden in the communicative  pt-actice.

Explicitly Radiating Nature and Culture
Naming places, and using such names in order to say variom things, i\ J practice
in all known languages, among all peoples. ‘Through such a communication PI-X-
tice, people learn particular ways of identifying with their natural place, what
specific spaces nlc~n, vantage points from which to view these places or space>,
and ways of living (speaking, feeling) with them (Carbaugh, 1996, pp. 157-90).

The Western Apache of south central Arizona engage in one particularly
powerful cultural pr4ctice of pLlcc-naming. I)ui-ing the C‘OLII-SC’  ol 501ilc’ ~OIIVC’I--

aations, when wanting to comfort someone present, when speaking of absent
parties who are close to those present, when wanting to do so with tact, and when
tradition‘11 wisdom applies to serious errors in someone c‘lbe’s judgnlent, dn
Apache might say, “lt happened at line of white rocks extends upward and out, at
this very place!” followed by a pause of thirty to forty-five seconds, and then,
“Truly. It happened at trail extends across a long red ridge with aldct- trees, at this
very place!” followed by another pause (Basso, 1989, p. 105). \Yhen this kind of
speaking is done successfully, an effect of smoothness, quiet, and softnrss is
achieved. Keith Basso shows how such depictive language, for the Apache, accom-
plishes several outcomes: it yields very precise images of nature, s);lnhnlic.~ll~
positions persons in 311 exact natural space, and privileges one v.lntdgr point JS
optimal for viewing (thus looking forward) into that space, but it also evokes n



communal history of entire SJ~,IS OI- t,lle, th,lt r,ldi.lte 1’rom 111.1t  verb’ ~IJCX (thuh
looking backward into time).

Basso describes the process of place-naming as “appropriating the land-
scape” (1989, p. 107), as involving an interpretation of the landscape, turning it
into an expressive means, and using such means to achieve specific social ends.
Basso’s study superbly demonstrates how symbols of nature, while highlighting a
depictive or imaging quality of language, can never be merely that. They also have
other cultural and natural uses, from evoking historical wisdom through shared
tales, to transforming worry about close others into hopefulness, to cultivating a
rich relation with a natural world. Basso summarizes, “Such systems operate to
place flexible constraints on how the physical environment can (and should) be
known, how its occupants can (and should) be found to act, and how the doings
of both can (and should) be discerned to affect each other” (p. 100).

Basso’s study demonstrates how reflections on one communicative re-
source, place-naming, enables one to engage the various social and cultural uses
of nature, with this communicative means having powerful semantic potential.
Let me describe some similar patterns, based in other cultural worlds yet demon-
stratingwhat Basso found, that place-naming practices enable one to hear nature
and culture anew.

Recently I had occasion to climb Mount Monadnock, on a wonderful ridge
walk above the treeline in southern New Hampshire. Upon reaching the bald
summit, I noticed some dates carved into the rock,“1834”and  so on. Feeling irri-
tated at this apparent necessity to write on the rock, I then scanned tilt’ wonderful
panorama, 360 degrees, uninterrupted. Perched on the summit, again I noticed
dates, and feeling annoyed, my mind turned backward, to an American past,
which began “speaking” to me. This, indeed, was exactly the spot where Thoreau
walked, exactly where his annoyance had been similarly aroused, because of the
chink-chink of hammers on rock. Emerson also walked here, energized by this
wonderful place. Yes, indeed, at this very place! After returning from the climb, I
monitored uses of the place-name, Mount Monadnock, that I and my cohorts
sometimes invoked. I began speaking and hearing in our words, not just a vivid
physical picture, a looking outward into a space, but also the voices of ancestors
dear to me, a looking backward into time. And further, upon invoking this anti

similar place-names, I felt specific moral precepts ‘ibout nature, how it can and

should be known, about us, how we c.111 (,lnd should) act within it, .~nd about
how the doings of both affect each other. In short, place-names (and these can in-

clude names of street corners as well as ridge tops) can provide powerful
expressive means and meanings, and when invoked they do indeed ignite naturJ1
and cultural processes. There is great communicative work, a cultivation of nature
and culture, getting done with place-names in particular and with communicative
practices generally.

Like place-naming practices, other expressive forms or genres of corn-
munication explicitly identify“the natural.“These forms are various and cannot
be rigidly classified, since their parameters are by definition subject to cultural
variability. The common link among these forms is a referential function of com-



n~u~liz,~tion; that is, each forin requires for its exprcssivc power <I p,lrticul,Ir rcld-
tion bet\+,een a word-phrase-image and a thing of the physical world. I \vish
therefore to cast a large net in order to include all communicative resources that
are used to symbolize nature, thereby drawing attention to what might be called
ethno-physical nomenclature, such as place-names and regional names (c.g.,
‘lhkaki, ]%+I),  local nomenclature of habitat, plants, and animals (e.g., Carbaugh,
1992,1996),  culturally loaded vocabulary for the body (e.g., White & Kirkpatrick,
1985), landscape paintings (e.g., Mulvey, 1983), l,mdscnpe poetry, films, ~nd \o
on. Considered most comprehensively, such phenomrna would include the rx-
pressive forms that people use to render intelligible what Burke called “the sheerly
natural” (I 966, p, 373). Particular studies are suggested that focus on one phe-
nomenon or another (e.g., place-naming or body-naming), or within a phcnon-
enon (e.g., local nomenclature for habitat) a particularly telling instance (e.g.,
the spotted owl) (see Lange, 1992).

When communicative forms such as these are used, local and natural
meanings are being radiated, and when social interaction carries forth unprob-
lematically, a coherent statement about nature and culture is achieved. Coherence
is “what participants hear (though generally they fail to notice it] when their \vork
is going well” (Basso, 1989, p. lO7), such as the meanings aroused \vhc’n ,I n,itur.il
resource, such as Mount Monadnock, is invoked. Three general functions of com-
munication are foregrounded when nature is explicitly symbolized through such
forms. These include, but arc not necessarily limited to, the del)icti\*c, the cultur.11,
~llld the SOCi‘ll.

IVith regard to the depictive (cf. Ellis, 1983, pp. 22%31), some symbolic
constructions function partially to portray (but never merely to rrprcsent) solni’
aspect of the physical world, and that portrayal is always partial and Aective. To
create a vision with words or images is always to do so in one way rather than
others. To mention Mount Monadnock, the timber wolf, or the human body is to
focus a view, highlighting one image over possible others. Saying that such images
are never merely re-presentational is an effort to highlight an ontological belief:
communicative practices as natural and cultural phenomena are symbolic, and as
such, they sclc’ct from, locally design, and create particular senses oI‘“the natur,ll,”
suggesting p4rticular configurations of attitudes and actions tow~rtl tlic n,~tur,~l
and cultur,ll, ~r,lthcr  th411 pcl55ible others. Enicrsoti’5 diclunl I)c’rh,lp5  hip II Ix-,L:

“WC know more II-om n,llure than we can at will comliiLlnic.rlc” (1987, p. 19). f<ul
communicate in and about n,lture we do, and in so doing wr depict \onic Illings
rather- than others, cultivate some senses of that world, and of hcing with tht

world, while muting and deflecting others (the others including the “more” to
which Emerson refers). This is the depictive function of communicative practices
that is ever-present in all languages but is especially aroused when certain emo-
tionally charged, sometimes physical, items are being explicitly symbolized, and
being symbolized with.

I use the cultural function as a way of building upon and extending the de-
pictive, thus placing it within a larger symbolic context of meaning-making
(Carbaugh, 1989, 1990, 1993; Philipsen, 1987). The cultural suggests that “radiat-
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ing” from the use of symbolic practices is a larger, historically grounded, multi-
voiced semantic system of shared sentiments about what is and what ought to be
(Carbaugh, 1988). This symbolic system and its parts, in my view, are always es-
sentially contestable, and they suggest questions: What must be believed about
nature, the person, social activities, relations, and emotion for this saying to be ef-
ficacious? What unspoken consensus must be present, for this imaging practice to
have its local force? Thus, while the depictive function draws attention to a spe-
cific relation of an item with time and space, the cultural highlights the larger
symbolic system, an ethos, of which the image is one particular part. Interpret-
ing “cultural” messages thus may lead investigations in various directions (the
particulars of which need to be discovered in each case), including discourses
about religion (as in Emerson), about science (as in biology), about business (as
with the continual oil spills), and so on, with each invoking shared Premises about
nature, what it is and should be, about persons, what they are and should or
should not be, and about social life, the modes of action and relations that should
or should not be (Carbaugh, 1990).

I have already invoked the social function. The social invites questions
about the actual, interactionat contexts of communication, about the places in
which coherent ideational (and interactional) work is getting done. One nlight
ask: How is it that the use of natural symbols not only depicts physical worlds but
also positions people in specific human activities, creating identities (of present
and nonpresent others), social relations (especially political allies and alliances),
and patterns of action (structuring ways of living with nature)? In short, the social
draws attention to exact social scenes where people act, how they act and cast
shadows of place there (e.g., are they interpersonally, institutionally based), how
they are related to each other (e.g., equal to unequal, close to distant), md the
modes of action they cultivate together (e.g., cooperative, competitive).

To summarize the argument so far: Communication occurs in natural and
cultural space, creates senses of that space, is consequential for that space, but
varies by people, place, and time. Particular communicative forms are used that
symbolize nature and culture, like place, animal, plant, and body namer; these are
used and interpreted culturally in order to accomplish multiple purposes. These
purposes include, but are not necessarily limited to, the depictive, the cultural,
and the social.

A Conceptual Framework Grounded in Place

Suggested above is an approach to and functional elements of a naturAistic stud>
of environmental communication. Such a study would address the general prob-
lem of the relationship between comInunicntio~1, nature, and culture, would do so
in full view of the natural and cultural dimensions and devices of communica-
tion, and would suggest responding with an anguished study of symbol use,
anguished because of a constant attentiveness not only to communicative sym-
bols, especially the use of words and images, but moreover to both the natural
world consequences of those symbolic expressions and the cultural processes



being cultivated in their ube. Concepts such as context, symbol. code, cliscourss,
and culture should help elaborate such a view. I discuss them here briefly, thrn
apply them to two different sites of environmental communication.

With regard to rorlrcxt, suggested is the anchoring of studie: both in ri,h
descriptions  of specific physical places and in descriptions of actual COII~IIIUI~~C,I-
tion practices being used by particular people in these places. Where, gent~rally
and specilic~lly, is this natural communicative practice being used! I3y and for
whom? The physical setting, scene, participants (spcakel;  immediate and potcrrtiJ
audiences), and topics of discussion provide important contextual information
with regard to the natural processes, as well as the socially expressive means and
the meanings :Issocinted with them (Hymes, 1972).

The concept syr~zbol is fundamental. It is the baaiL material of cxprebsitrn, J
strong toehold in situated communicative practices. As exemplified above with
Apache sayings and the Mount hlonadnock example, each such III~;IIIS  affords a
partial view (or hearing), a reflection, selection, accentuation, and deflection of
reality (Burke, 1966, p. 45). In this sense, natural syn~bols, at least "11 sonic OCC~I-
sions, are potent expressive means, consisting of basic words nndior phrases
and/or images, terms and/or tropes (metaphor, synccdoche, mrtonymy, etc.) th,it
.Illiplil)’  5ciiw in some dircctioiis,  wliilc iii~itiiig others. ‘l‘he LISC' d~,rivch lioii~ KCII-
neth Burke (1966) and is developed by Cliffot-d Gecrtz (1973, cap. p, 89), with
reviews ~nci demonstrations appearing elsewhere (Carb,lugh,  I9PS, I 9%).

Symbols, though, dre signific‘int only within natiu-$11 enviroiimcnts did
larger systems of practices, within physical places and the ciclsters of symbol,,
contrastivc agons, and mediating terms used there. To interpret these natural S!Y
terns, the concept of corle is useful. LYhat symbols, along with their discursij i
meanings, cluster together in this place, for these purposes? The concept of coJi
suggests interpreting any given symbol as part of a larger natural and symboli‘
system, pointing to comparisons (e.g., eagleversus bear 3s suggesting a coding of
wildlife), contrasts (e.g., eagleversus bear as a coding of international conflict, the
United States versus the Soviet Union), agonistic relations, and perhaps even their
incdlatioii by ail epitomizing symbol (e.g., r/q0firrtiorl cl5 a solu~ioi~ to intci-rr,i-
tional disputes). Such an analysis unveils beliefs of cxibtencc and values in the
things that arc’ n,iturJly  “s,tid,” what they buggcst both ‘Ibout r1.IIurc’s w.lys and
the ways of living bvith it. l‘hc term sorli,rg is useful here in ordct- LO IIIOVC ~~I-OIN z-
scssments ofstructurdt relations (as with code) to iuodc~ oiaction Cot- lhow iodc'\
2c.l ,JI-,IL li(.<~l, io~i\lr.lillc~l, c Irld/ol~ l1.rr~slorrl1~~d  ill \oci,ll 5<‘<‘11<‘\ o\‘<‘I (illl~./. ‘1‘111~
view 01 \ynil)olic pr,lclicc5 thu5 proviclc5 a~~~55 IO <I war-tied wo1~1d, ~uht a5 111c
,ibove lixus on context provides access to the physical place in which it ploys a
consequential role. Both are essential for a balanced view, a view with a double al-
legiancc to natural and cultural processes, bringing into con~mtlllic,ltion both
nature’s ways and ways of living with it (Carbaugh, 1992).

Of course, any image from nature, or a symbolic expression of it (e.g., the
term “Rocky Mountains”), might play a role in various places and codes of life.
Living in some natural and cultural contexts suggests some wdys ofiodil\g dnd ii&
tivating nclture more than others. Identifying a possible range of coding pr.lctict’s
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associated with such places would help give some sense to the multivocal, poly-
phonous quality of these practices in nature and community, tracing the
multi-faceted role of the item within and across the contexts of social life (Rakhtin,
1986).

Any item or symbol, and the natural and cultural codes of which it plays (a)
part(s), may thus be arranged into larger units or discourses, or systems of symbols
and codes. These can be defined variously, as, for example, along topical, actional,
and/or affiliativc lines, that is, by content, by the force of the action, and/or by
social alliances and separations. For example, em& winter wren, and rr~~el~ can
play a role in a coding of bird life, which, when taken together with habitat (e.g.,
sugar maple, lodgepole pine) and topography (e.g.. Mo~mt  Mon~lclno~h,  1.d~

Sunapee), constitute a (partial) community and discourse of wilderness, defined
topically. Other discursive communities, defined actionally, suggest way!, in which
expressive means arc used to celebrate, antagonize, revolutionize, persu,ldc, ,ind so
on. Defined affiliatively, one draws attention to the aspects of communities and
codes that unite members (e.g., an epideictic discourse), separate one group from
others (e.g., an oppositional discourse), stratify into ConstituCncics,  and
perhaps arrange each subgroup within an overall hierarchy (e.g., a positional dis-
course), and so on. The point here is that the interpretation may lead in various
directions, each to be discovered in situ, given the local design of such systems. In
this sense, critically exploring a community of symbolic practices in their natur,ll
and cultural scenes, through concepts of codes and discourses, provides less by
way of what will be found, more by way of looking and listening. It is a sensitizing
more than a definitive conceptual approach, a general way to ask about the mean-
ingful use of, for example, an image in context, more than a “thing” to posit in
advance and therefore “find.”

This leads eventually to a view of culture as a system of symbols, codes of ex-
pression, and the grand and supersensible discourses it creatively implicates. It is a
system molded within and to context, a somewhat coherent set of practices that are
consequential for nature, with its primary toehold in highly situated, socially con-
stituted, mutually acted, and individually applied communicative practices.

Given these dimensions, functions, phenomena, and framework, we might
then ask: What is the nature of the communal conversation in which “the envi-
ronment” is expressed (conceived and evaluated)? Let us turn now to two bl-ief
demonstrations of cnvironmcntal communication in which a keen sense o~pl~c
(natural and cultural) is being cre‘ltcd. ‘I‘hc m.lin objective of the CiC’lllO1istIrltiOII:,
is to treat natural place as part of cultur;tl coniliitlnicdtive  praiticcs.Thc  objeitivc i,
analogous to the recent efforts in cnvironlncnt,ll ,~dvoc~~y to movt’ from trcatmc~~ts
ofsingleentities (e.g.,specics,acts)  to con~nitmilies (e.g.,ecosystems,pl,rces).

Green Roots in Finland
In midwinter, a few weeks after arriving in Finland, I took my five-year-old twin
sons to a public swimming pool2 After being delightfully impressed by the
quality of the public facility, we walked into the locker room area for men and



proceeded to undress and put on our swimsuits. 13ecause of our excitement to get
into the water, we did not notice others around us as we rushed to the pool. A~~cI-

swimming, however, we came back into the locker room, and being less in a
hurry, we found the showers arranged not in private stalls but in an open row. &
we undressed by a shower, 1 looked by “our” shower for a place to hang OLIN wet
suits. Not finding any, I realized that if I wanted to hang up our wet suits, I needed
to walk across the rather open locker room to the pegs set rlsidc’ in one CUIIIIIIOI~
place for the suits. As 1 walked to the pegs, I noticed that several men were st,md-
ing upright, naked, arms across their chests, talking. Others were chatting
GmiLlrly, with ‘1 foot pi-opped up on a bench. Still others, ~~11 ~t~~tl~r~~i, w~iketl
JI-OLI~~ to sinks, brushed hair, washed, went to sauna, and so 01-l.

As my sons and I showered and went to sauna and then showered ,~gain, WC
noticed the extent to which the Finnish body ~$11 being used somc\\.hat rlil’f~r~
cntly in public, at least differently from whdt we were accustomed to seeing (and
doing) in the United States. We were part of a scene in which a rather mattcr-of-
fact naturalness was being foregrounded. The delightful t3kell-fol--grolitcd quality
oi it all WJS striking, as one so often finds when confronting a different cultur,!l
world. Reflections were created in two directions ab we got dressed. One set C(H-
cerned our new environment in Finland, which, in turn, brought to mind our
more familiar ways in the United States. I realized that I was”naturally” turning
away from the view of others to hide myself from them, a gesture my Vinnish zoll~
temporaries did not share.

Similarly, a few weeks later, while attending a wonderful “smoke” saund
where women and men used the same facility but at different times, 1 sdw a 1~s~
window oval-looking a striking lake and forest scene. On the periphery was a hole
in the lake ice where men and women could cool their bodies after the hot sauna.
That this part of the scene was within public view, that some men and women
proceeded in view to plunge through the cold water, and that this was all rather
common fare for Finns was evident. Further, upon walking the public spaces of
Finland, Americans at least are struck by some of the poster art, sometimes in the
form of advertisements, that displays images of all parts of the body subtly, n,ltu-
rally. One poster presented men, two young and one middle-aged, nude, upright,
in full pr-otile, on a lakeshore, examining the sccnc, apparently rc~,~dy IO t,lke <I
plunge. Another image showed a young woman, hands folded ;~cros> IICI chc\t,
hut thcrcl)y Clcccntuating, rather than hiding, her Ilipplc’s.

‘l’hi5 u5~ of the body is <I form of cultural cxpressiori .rncl i5, I tliinl\, tied to
important l:inllish codes. hly point, of course, is 1101 th,it all I:inn.\ “exhibit the~l~
SCI~C’s“-J~ AmcriLans have put it-in locker rooms or public saunas, or that they
always display frontal nudity in their artwork. My point is that in Finland, one can
notice such things being done as a part of routine life, and no Finn takes particu-
lar notice of such things. Finnish cultural meanings are invoked, some of which
implicate cultural themes of naturalness, simplicity, and strength. As one Finn put
it: “The body that requires no elaboration communicates strength.”

Naturalness here has something to do with a public matter-of-factness, ac-
knowledging the intrinsic quality of things as they are, and their limits, and is thus
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a part of a larger theme of modesty. Naturalness in this sense is opposed to artifi-
cialness as something made, civilized, borrowed, or seeking to become other than
it is. Being natural is in this sense an affirmation of an unspoiled, sometimes holy
(related especially to the sauna ritual), wild, even rural sense of being. Naturalness,
in this way, implicitly de-emphasizes the unnatural, more civilized accoutrements
of refined urban living, social stratifications, class distinctions, or luxurious
“things.” Foregrounded and valued is the simple matter-of-fact, limited, natural
being, against its social corruption. As a Finnish woman said of being nude in
sauna with various people: “You are a human being, plain and simple, no pretense.”

Simplicity elaborates these meanings as it emphasizes and morally affirms a
minimalist and noble attitude of getting by naturally, simply, wilh co~nmo~~  SCIIX.

An air of elegance and plainness of style (notable ,\lso in Finnish &sign) ,b CYC’I\
apparent as one uses no more than is necessary to get the job done. i\ sense of

strength integrates the natural and the simple and rcson‘ltes with Li r,lthcr  agrdr-
ian past (and present). One ably inhabits rather harsh conditions (e.g., the hot,
steamy sauna or the cold winter water and air), preferably with the simple dnd
natural means that are available (e.g.. rhc body).

l‘his coding oi the body JS naLut-‘11, simple, slrollg, is presumed and CS-
pressed in some public scenes and is part of many discourses of Finnish culture.
Perhaps this coding is also most forcefully evident, albeit through a diffcrcnt
symbol, as Finns describe and inhabit the summer cottage, an institution of
Finnish life, a place set aside, ideally, for cultivating the simple, natural, hearty as-
pects of Finnish character.

Finland, a country of about 4.5 million people, has about 350,000 summet
cottages, second homes used for summer holidays (Julkunen & Kuusa~no, 1991,
p. 217). Estimates are that two of three Finns have access to a summer cottage, and
during June and July cities are quite empty as Finns migrate to their cottages. The
image of the summer home is tied intimately lo the landscape: the ideLl cottage ib
perched on a slight hill or rise, in the forest, next to a lake. That the image is tied
to the landscape, and the landscape to Finnish character, is a deep historical tap-
root of Finnish ways. A Finnish historian commented: “Finland’s nationalism and
identity were not based on history. .[but on] a romantic infatuation with the
landscape” (Klinge, 1992, p. 67).

In fact, the 18OOs, the crystallizing era of Finnish nationalism, were replete
with landscape art, poetry, and literature in which Finnish character is tied closely
to the land, forests, and lakes. With even a short exposure to FinLlnd, one scc’b ,111cl
hears the prominence of “nature” to Finns. In the early 19OOs, as Finns acquired
material wealth through ii7dustrialization,  many purchased summer cottages in
order periodically to escape the corn~n~~nal  living arrangements in url~n indus
trial life. Returning to the forest, to “nature,” one could cultivate the deeper, his-
torically grounded values of simplicity, naturalness, and heartiness.

In the present, one can hear sprinkled into Finnish speech the pl~e of the
summer cottage and landscape. One woman was describing Finnish history and
making the point that Finns have “always” been in the area now known as Finland
by linking the people to their land and linking that land to the summer cottage:
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WC Finns, she said, “arc grounded in our rocks, forests, and lakes. Yknow, we have
the oldest rocks in the world here.” A few seconds later, when discussing her
summer cottage, she said: “Under each corner of the house are rocks stacked on
other big rocks, and there the house sits.” The Finns and their land are steadfast as
rock, strong and enduring, in their natural home, with this strong and natural life
tied to simple and modest living in a potent place, the summer cottage. Through
these words and images one can hear a national and natural character, a landscape
and locale, a simple and situated place for the hearty.

Another woman described her summer cottage, saying: “lt’a important for
Finns to have the summer cottage, a place to be with nature.” A mm s.~id of his:

“It’s on ,I hill, overlooking the lake, ,Iboul two ilcrc’s’  worlh." I Ic s~llilcJ bro,1Jlj.
"And of course the MUM, an old sauna by the Lake, with the trees .~nd \v,\tt’r
around, sitting in there quietly, peacefully, with the birds singing. Nothing bt,lt\
it.“,4 \VO~IJTI noted similarly: “We Finris live veq1 close to nature. .we go to the
sauna for peace, quietness, refreshment mentally. We expect to come out feeling
better.” A recent five-part video by Finns on “how to becomc ‘I Finn” contclin\
nlucll Ii)ot,lgc of the sufn11~cr cottdgc, ldkcs, I;r!ic5horcb, ,ind w,tt~‘r.

\\‘hat I attempt to draw attention to here is the use of the body, the summer
cottage, and the sauna as symbols of expression and to suggest that part of what ih
getting expressed with these symbols is a deep root and code of Finnish character.
The expressions are grounded through uses of a particular landscape (the rocks,
forests, lakes), situated with the summer cottage (and sauna), with the body used
sometimes similarly. These images and forms of action create physical sites
through which a simple, natural, hearty life is lived. Through these Finnish sym-
bols and meanings, that are both of and about a place, potent images of life art
conducted (with the body) and portrayed (with the summer cottage symbolic.
Through symbolic acts ,~nd expressions such as these, one is guided to living in
place in a simple, natural, and hearty way, living an environment both naturally
and culturally.

With these localizing expressions and codes, then, one can begin feeling,
hearing, and seeing Finnish links between body and place, between patterns ot
living and locations, between being in and being as an environment. ;\s the hod!
can becornc a natural, simple site of unadorned being, so one can inhabit a natu-
ral site, the summer cottage (or sauna) in which natural energies CJ~I be restored,
simple living conducted, a heartiness of soul nurtured.  As the I,~vor-~-d phy\ic,tl
~IJCCS of the society JIG’ cclebr:ltcd, so too is the body corlccivrd, ,IS a site of and
for being in place. That the attitudes of naturalness and simplicity, as well a5 mod-
esty and limits, are associated with these routine practices, JIKI that thcs~ ,\ttitudcs
provide some cultural bases for living, should be better understood. Environmen-
tal discourses, conceived culturally, penetrate routine living, and as they do 50,
they create ways of inhabiting, being with, and being part of nature’s places.

A recent study of forest management in Finland, under the interesting title
“The Forest and the Finns,” begins a special section by saying: “The forests and
trees have not only provided material sustenance hut at the same time many be-
liefs have been linked with their use” (Reunala,  1989, p. 51). The essay goes on to
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describe the Finnish folk image of a “world tree” that supports the firmament of
life, a belief that results in the preservation in timbered areas of special “memorial
trees” as life-sustaining sites of both material and moral good fortune. Such a
practice is yet another example of life conducted, as it were, close to the ground, d
simple practice of naturalistic thinking, a source for the preservation of hearty
living. It also anchors cultural reactions against clear-cutting and other forest
management practices that exploit this place and its people.3

The cumulative effect of these symbols, codes, and discourses for Finns is, I
believe, a pronounced minimizing of the distance between some everyday com-
municative practices and, as Finns put it, “nature’s” processes. In other words,
when they are lived, the practices create very little space between rhese symbolic
forms and the physical environment. Just as the sauna historically wds used as a
sacred place for birthing and for cleansing the dead, so today the sauna, the
summer cottage, and some forms of bodily conduct help keep Finnish life rather
close to nature’s ways. That Finnish communication cultivates such J link, and
that the Finnish policies for living drdw upon such links, should not go unno-
ticed. For through such symbols, forms, and codes, a naturulllc!+ a simple
strength, is being nurtured, in ;IIKI of its space,  ofhody and pl~cc~.

Green Writing

We have focused our attention on communication patterns that cover visual
images, routine conduct, and spoken comments by Finns. These patterns were
identified, then interpreted, as depictive and cultural codes that established a par-
ticular-that is, a Finnish-relationship with natural space. Now we turn our
attention to communication patterns that pervade a print medium by exploring
one written text in detail. My objective here is simply to suggest how some features
of a single text can be treated as richly depictive, cultural communicative resources.

This focal text is a journalistic article that appeared in the magazine MM&r-
ness, a quarterly created for members of the Wilderness Society but also available
to the general public. The magazine states the objectives of the society: “The
Wilderness Society, founded in 1935, is a non-profit membership organization
devoted to preserving wilderness and wildlife, protecting America’s prime forests,
parks, rivers, deserts, and shore lands, and fostering an American land ethic.“‘f‘he
particular issue from which our text was taken is entitled “Saving the Wildlands of
New England-A Puzzle of Possibilities.” Our text, “Whose Woods These Are” by
Norman Boucher, is the first in a series of three articles on the subject. The glossy
medium and the society’s stated objectives thus “place” this text squarely, but not
exclusively, with a “green” audience, since the society generally ddvocatcs “pre-
serving wilderness and wildlife.” 1 will focus on the first part of the article:

At last, the woods. After everything I’ve heard, 1 was afraid they’d appeal different
this year. I was afraid that this spring the hobblebush would fail to Ilower, thCllt the
winter wren, having read the newspapers, would choose to hide in the Georgia
mountains and skip the tire;dme journey north. For months I have been rrading
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dozens of repor’s and articles about these northern New England forests. For weeks
I have been collecting opinions about what they are and what they’re likely to
become. In offices, motel rooms, restaurants, airplanes, and pickup trucks I have
heard them sized up in such disparate images that I began to &trust liry own
memory, accumulated over two decades of happy scrambling at every scion of the
ye,u. Finally, to esc.ipe this gloomy fog of colifusion, I filled J Pack and drove to the
Percy Peaks, two isolated mountains in [the remote Nash Stream aren ofj northern
New HCunyshire so close to the Quebec border that the locals say those who get lost
there comr out speaking French. I was seeking one of the dimmest, most poorl!
marked trails I could recall. I needed the illumination of wildness.. .1 did not know
two years ago that even my modest wilderness ambitions were being squeezed. I
didn’t realize what would soon happen to the woods of thi, valley rind wouid make
rhem a notorious landsc‘lpe, one whose fate could affect the future ot much of the
region’s wildest places. The time of innocence was already ending; thr idea of New
England wildernrss by any definition wab inching closer to absurdity. Alred+, as 1
lingered watching ravens drift unconcerned above the Percy Peaks, LL’all Street had
come calling on Nash StreClm. [Boucher, 1989, p. 181

livclr .I cd~udl rc2ding of (hi.5 passage Icadb one to a very particul,tr  321lse of Place.
Created, on the one hand, is a sense of the Percy Peaks area, a remote area in
northern New Hampshire, pristine, untouched, ravens quietly soaring, hut threat-
ened! By what? Wall Street and the attendant gloom, confusion, and the dispar,r\e
images that go with such a place. But of course there is more than this. IVays of
living are being asserted: some are being nurtured, preserved; others are being
criticized. There is clearly more here than “mountains” and “motei rooms.” ‘x’et
how do we hear and see in this snippet of text, through these depictive symbols 01
nature, cultural messages at work? To begin, we might simply inquire about strut-
tural relations among symbols, with one preliminary eye toward a discourse of
“wildness” and the other focused toward “Wall Street.”

A discourse of wildness is signified here with several symbols. The use of
the terms “the woods,““wildness,““New England wilderness,” and “Nash Stream,”
as a “notorious landscdpe,” all invoke a kind of place with which readers dre <lb-
sumed to be familiar, of which they can ably create images, and for which they
would tight. But how, specifically, is this place symbolized, for present purposes?
What specific objects are linguistically painted onto this cultural canvas? With
what meanings?

Within this discourse of wildness at least three specific co&s ‘Ire activated
explicitly. One concerns precise, valued images of habitat, such as “the woods,”
“northern New England forests,” and “the hobblebush.” Another creates valued
images of wildlife, the bird life of”the winter wren”and “ravens.“Th~~s M’C are of-
fered some details of place through images of forests, plants, and birds. These codes
of habitat and wildlife evoke common meanings-beliefs and values-about pre-
served lands, as being more or less pure, filled with free spaces for flight (by bird>
and people), set aside for their own value, creating, because of their pristine quali-
ties,possibilities of human“illumination.“A third code builds on images ola larger
regional topography--“the Georgia mountains,““the  Percy Peaks,““Ncw Hamp-



shire,““Quebec” and the related “speaking French”-thus quickly saying sonic-
thing important about “wildness” as radically contextual (in a remote region of
New Hampshire) but embracing something beyond state (Georgia to New Hamp-
shire), national (United States to Canada), and linguistic (English to French)
boundaries. Thus, the code of topography”speaks”  of places conceived generally as
different, but it does so by stressing their-from this point of view-often hidden
and muted interdependencies. The discourse of wildness, so built, speaks of habi-
tat, wildlife, and topography, evoking common meanings of purity, freedom, and
interdependencies and affording valued opportunities for “illumination.”

Placed against this discourse, and developed in a characteristically polemi-
cal fashion, is what might be called a discourse of development. While not elabo-
rated to the same dcgrcc $15 the discourse of wildness, suggL,s~ctl ,II.I’ VI<XK~III~ 01’
its own habitat, “olliccs, motel roon~s, rest,turants, airpl,mcs,  JIKI p~cl\up trucks,”
its own form of life, “disparate images,” which result in a “gloomy fog of confu-
sion,” all-at this point-somewhat weakly associated with “Wall Street.”

A third discourse identifies a relationship between wildness and develop-
ment. Playing “wildness” against “development” creates both a fear of change
(“afraid [the woods would] appear different”) and an anxiety over movement
from the “innocence”of wildness to the “absurdity” of development. In short, the
old alarm is sounded: “wildness” is succumbing to “development,” invoking ,I call
to arms for allies and readers to be readied for battle. Yet again, the one seemingly
uncontrollable mode of action (development) needs to be combated by another
(preservation). So far as this goes, and at this level, the discourse reveals a familiar
tune or plot line.

But what is familiar in it? And is this discourse preserving a discursive
system that itself needs to be developed? Do the contents, propositions, opposi-
tions, and morals of this discursive system (preservation over development)
constrain its ability to transform environmental issues (e.g., the development of
preservation discourse)? Are the traditional expressive means of nature operating
to preserve the very problems they seek to solve?

My response is, well, yes and no. As for the affirmative, the primary depic-
tive messages involve images of wildness as static, innocent, tranquil, and above all
“natural.“The “other” place is Wall Street and is characterized by toxic, cancerous
growth, greed, jaded activity, and above all, in the sense of a learned and manufac-
tured form of life, “culture.” At this level, the depicted images speak cultural
messages: they exploit and reproduce a fundamental opposition in American cul-
ture, nature versus culture (and the related polemic of theism/atheism). Nature
here is God-made, given and pure. Culture is man-made, and a fall from grace.
Such oppositions as these run very deep and are, if not literally present in the
words of this text, hearable in its symbolic meanings. It is precisely these kinds of
semantic structurings, among other things, that a cultural interpretation can
expose: that is, a deeper hearing of such patterns that are typically presumed, un-
questioned, and constitutive parts of the deeper meanings of the text.

Some elaborations of this theme should demonstrate the point further. Sev-
eral possible cultural meanings may be brought to this and similarly structured



texts, including-building on the above-oppositional themes of religious dls-
course (e.g., the saved environmentalist versus the sinner developer), of puril)
versus pollution,or spirituality versus immorality. Related are discourses that relate
such cultural Places to fortns of action, making wilderness a place for rejuvenation
and illutnination, the other a place for exhaustion, confusion, and exploitation. A
similar contrast basic to many American lives is the separation, and felt tension,
between a sense of play and of work, which when combined with its Puritan roots
yields a work hard, play hard syndrome. In our present text, this cultural themrbc-
cotnes very interesting as the one group’s playground is the site of the other’s work.
\Yith regard to ownership, there are explicit overtones, in wildness, of the public
good for the many, whereas ~lft,rloyrrrc,rr/connotcs the pri\.;tlc inlL’rc%l5  oI‘tl1~,01t~’
01 lllc 1i.w. ‘I Ix ldlli~1 11 ititll}~Ii  01 1’1 iv,llc III~L’I’C~~S o\‘L~ II\c k>ltl)li< gotr<l V)UII~\
tltcrttc 01 cxplottalion, pollution, immorality: the intrinsic corrupt(ible) nature of
“cultural” institutions is immediately asserted and presumed. The Wild West con-
fronts the Establishment East, and so on. All such sytnbolic oppositions raise a
fundamental question ofwhat it means to be a cultural actor, of what it means to
be in natural places, suggesting responses in different moral discourses: one re-
sponds with meanings of purity, enlightenment, a union with nature, the other
with meanings of corporate identity, exploitation, and multiple use5 ofnaturc.

‘l‘hc Point hct-c ib not to give a comprehensive listing of discour~ea that
come to bear on this communal conversation but rather to suggest some that may
repay deeper analysis and interpretation. Indeed, part of the tlecessary work in
cultural interpretarion  is the discovery of the most powerful discourses whose
crisscrossing continua create the complexity of communication in cultural “tests”
like this one. With regard to this written snippet, perhaps the above comment,tr!’
suggests some leading candidates.

Concerning the social functions of this text, two faces are presented and ag-
onistically related, with the agon resolved by praising the one. The face presented
is that of the environmental advocate who strives against tremendous odds and
almost overwhelming fiscal resources to preserve and protect wilderness and
wildlife. The face attributed to the other is that of the greedy developer, the itn-
moral profit mongercr, out to satisfy insatiable personal needs at considerable
cost5 to others. In case the reader is unconvinced or unfamiliar with the latter
type, the next paragraph in the article tells of Sir James Goldsmith, a “flamboyant”
owner of a pulp and paper business, Diamond International Corporation. Gold-
smith is described as an uneducated “crank” who “commuted between a wife in
Paris and a mistress in London, fathering children with each.” The story eventu-
ally gets quite complicated, with “the government” mediating between these two
faces-groups, all in the name of what locals in northern New England call the
working forest (Boucher, 1989). The struggle between the groups, as far as the dis-
course goes, tells of two peoples, one doing immoral work in the other’s
playground, the other recklessly playing around with the hard workings of locals.
So constructed, the relationships portrayed are ones of strain and stress, and the
primary mode of action is competition. The resolution offered is clear: Praise the
preservationist,  and damn the developer.
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A full-blown analysis of the intricacies involved in this discursive production,
as a cultural creation, would highlight the subtleties and depth of the communica-
tion. It would enable the reader to hold up for scrutiny the particular symbols, codes,
anddiscourses being typically used but not typically scrutinized. This is a basic task
ofcultural study: to render scrutable that which is typically inscrutable. Once this is
done, once the basic cultural discourses and oppositional faces are exposed, one is
placed better to identify and assess the senses of place ofwhich the discourses and
faces are apart, as well as the discursive constructions being cultivated.

In the process, we can understand better how we reproduce our own well-
worn ways and how we can create anew. In this regard, note how the term workiq

forest, used by locals in the northern New England woods, stands at the borders of
the two discourses. Themes of each are brought to bear and creatively played out. It
is telling that the people who live closest to the issues have devised an expressive
means able to embrace and express oppositions that for others, living elsewhet-c,
are nearly impossible to integrate.

A similar dynamic, another effort at cultural creation or cultural integration,
moves beyond these often impenetrable oppositions and concerns the general per-
spective being suggested here itself. How does one identify and redress old, tired
tangles like those of nature versus culture? How does one design discourses able to
transform old problems, in newly productive ways? The naturalistic approach ad-
vanced here is one such effort, an effort to hear (sense, see, feel) natural and
cultural process in communication practices, to “hear” in the cultural the creation
of nature, and to “see” in nature a culture at work. The approach seeks practical, as
well as theoretical, goals.

In a single text like the Wilderness article, there lurk large natural and cultu-

ral meanings. From the familiar symbols of expression, to codes, to discourses, to
competing faces, to tired ideological tangles-all become woven into rather rou-
tine practices of environmental communication. As we unveil the inner tvorkings
of these, we can, one hopes, become less habitual in their use and more dble to

enrich our knowledge about various places, of nature and culture.

Environmental Communication as the Creation of Natural and
Cultural Place

By inquiring at the nexus of natural space and communicative processes, by argu-
ing for a multifunctionally based interpretive and critical framework, and by
briefly suggesting paths of inquiry around socially grounded texts, I hope to have
shown some of lllt~ proniisc in .I n.ltllrclli~lic ,1pprchl<~li IO ~.ll\,i~ollil~~~lll~ll (x~mn111-
Cation. Suruly tlicrc. 15 lllucli ~~II)IC to IK ~1~1 .III~ IIILICII ~011.~ 111~11 11~~~1.~ 10 IX
done. Of special importance is the grappling with highly particular, sociaily situ-
ated, symbolically constructed images in place. Specific case studies th,lt trace the
patterned USC and intcrprctation ofnaturc in ~olllllllllli~iltioll .11x1 community .Irc

essential. This chapter suggests some movements in that direction, with I~;IMJ’.\
1989 study being exemplary. Such studies would enable a comparative assessment
regarding available means for conceiving of, and evaluating, natural space, local



meaning systems, and the attendant attitudes that these cu!tivate, and constrain
(for some examples, see Bird, 1987; Bird-David, 1990; Callicott &Ames, 1988; Cox,
1973; Glacken, 1967; Hastrup, 1989; Ingold, in press; hlyers, 1986; Ralston, 1987;
S.wagerty, 1984; Willis, 1990). Also, such studies should lead us to see our uwn
taken-for-granted ways anew and to reflect upon them, freeing us from entangled
webs we have helped to weave.

In the process, we shall be able better to respond to fundamental questions
about communication, culture, and nature: How is natural space co~;ventionally
symbolized? What do these symbolic processes enable, and constrain, as situated
social living? Are we reproducing and reconstituting troubles we seek to remedy?
Or are we changing for the better the natural conditiol;s, of nature and culture, in
which we speak?

Notes

I. 1 want to include as “nature” and “natural space” all possible physical place and
thus, tollowng Roderick  Nash, to include “a spectrum of conditions or environlnents
ranging from the purely wild on the one end to the purely civilized on the other-tram the
primeval to the paved. This idea of a scale hetwsen two poles ib useful hecau\e it mplies
the notion of shading or blending. Wilderness and civilization become antipodal inLlw
cnces which combine in varying proportions to determine the character  of an area. In the
middle portlons of the spectrum is the rural or pastoral environment (the ploughetl~ tlur
represents J balance of the focus of nature and man. As one moves to\>r,ird the wilder ~L’x\
pole from this midpoint, the human influence appears less frqucntly.  II\ this pdt t of 111~
scale civilization exists as an outpost in the wilderness,  as on a frontier. On the other side 01
the rural range, the drgrer to which humanity affects nature increases. Finally, close to thr
pole ofcivilization,  the natural setting that the wild and rural conditions share gives way tu
the purely synthetic condition that exists in a metropolis” (Nash,  19X2,  p, 6~. Furthct, in
thic chapter 1 am particularly Interested in the ways the dimension proposed here (or
something like it) is conceiwd and expressed, related to actual natural worlds,  and the way\
different poiuts on this rpcctrum are creatively invoked in the c[)lllIlltlllicdtioll pr,lctice\  ot
distinctwe human comnlunlties.
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